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Energy Price Forecasts, Purchase &
Hedging Strategies
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Company Overview 
Zelya Energy is an independent European consulting firm, specialized in the energy sectors,
whose mission is to help industrial and financial players create and maintain a competitive
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advantage. Our company relies on high-experienced consultants in regulatory, technical and
financial issues, in strategy and management, specialized in the gas, power and renewable
energy sectors.
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More precisely, our team constantly reviews the gas and power market trends and regulations, in
order to provide our clients with a high level of expertise and a solid and detailed know-how of
these sectors. This is the foundation from which we can determine with them the best growth or
hedging strategies and identify targets or opportunities to boost their business.
We’ve chosen to follow them in the
complex and rapidly expanding energy
sectors providing concrete support,
complete

expertise

and

specific

solutions.
In this context, how to make the best
decisions, which will minimize your
costs, hedge and optimize your
energy supply position?

Price Forecasts, Energy Purchase and Hedging
Strategies 
We offer our regulatory, engineering and financial know-how in:



Commercial and technical issues relative to the delivery and sale of electricity and gas in
Europe;



Current regulatory and legal frameworks: access rules, balancing penalties, transmission,
distribution or storage tariffs, rules and opportunities in switching of supplier;



Gas and electricity market price estimations: economic and stochastic models, risk
quantification and price sensitivity analyses.

Our knowledge of the wholesale markets will enable you to anticipate price changes, optimize your
strategy mix and supply operations by providing solutions that fit to your specific needs:



Set-up of hedging strategies for electricity and gas price changes: security of supply,
minimisation of costs, customised services, contract administration simplicity





Pre-selection and introduction to competitive energy suppliers
Tender and negotiation of gas and electricity contracts
Recommendations and assistance relative to the implementation of internal process
improvements
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Invoice monitoring and control, …
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